
Carla Rieger
The Resilience & Communication Expert

For your next event do you want…
• attendees to experience a positive, uplifting message?
• a dynamic, funny speaker who’ll get people engaged?
• an interactive keynote where people learn by doing?
• a speaker who will customize their message for your group?
• a topic that will appeal to a variety of attendees?

…then Carla Rieger is the right speaker for you. 

More than just a keynote speaker
Although high energy keynotes are Carla Rieger’s specialty, she also can 
offer: 

• Up to 3 different break out sessions
• Lazer coaching session for attendees after the keynote
• A promo video for your event

Carla’s Style 
She delivers sound business solutions that people can immediately 
translate into results. With a strong background in organizational 
psychology, change management, experiential learning, comedy 
and storytelling -- all her presentations are highly engaging. People 
remember her sessions long after your meeting is over.

As a frequent speaker on 4 
continents for over 23 years, 
Carla helps people influence 
with wisdom and power. 

Here’s what Meeting Planners 
are saying:

Carla is an eloquent, moving 
and memorable presenter.  
- Tarun Grover, Times of India 
Management Series

Her presentations are fun, 
in-depth and easily applicable 
to today’s business problems.  
- Al Halstead, US Trade & Patent 
Office Leadership Summit

She has the rare ability to 
package effective, profound 
and life-changing truths in 
humor.  - Susan Ney, BC Human 
Resources Management Assoc

Activating agile leadership skills to better thrive in turbulent times

To Book call 604-222-2276 or email
Support@CarlaRieger.com 



I was able to use what  
learned from you 
immediately in my work, 
which is rare in a speaker. 

    - Simon Wong, Program 
Director, National 

Management Consultants 
Assoc.

This was one of he most 
awesome presentations I’ve 
ever attended. I now feel I 
change tools to help people 
move through resistance to 
change. 

    - Natalie Pasin, 
Director of Human    

Resources, 
Envision Financial

Carla, with her humour, 
intelligence and sensitivity 
to group dynamics was an 
invaluable resource for our 
meeting

               - Linda Cattelan,  
Systems VP,  

TD Canada Trust Bank

The Artistry of Change: 
The 3 Habits of Highly Resilient People

The ability to creatively handle constant change is the most sought after skill in 
the 21st Century.  

People who can lead, adapt, innovate, and facilitate while facing constant change 
are the leaders of the future. An “artist of change” sees how to benefit from 
changes affecting their team, can create their own change process, and can build a 
culture of innovation wherever they go. 

During this lively, entertaining and practical keynote you will be introduced 
to Carla Rieger’s tools for staying creatively adapted in uncertain times.  Your 
attendees will discover how to:

• move people from reactivity to solutions when change hits
• help people benefit from the changes that may seem challenging
• inspire a culture of innovation and resourcefulness on your team

The Artistry of Change® is an innovative system that blends diverse fields such as 
educational kinesiology, psychology, change management theory, creative process 
models, and neuroscience. Witness how these fields are merging in exciting ways 
to produce the new ‘workplace artistry’.

Experience the power of full capacity no matter what is happening around you.

The Art of Communication: 
How to Turn Differences, Complaints and Pushback 

into Creative Solutions 

Differences are an element like fire: too much causes damage; too little and no 
transformation can occur.

Costly communication breakdowns often happen because of simple 
misunderstandings.  If not dealt with, you can lose income, enjoyment and 
productivity in your work environment.

During this engaging and interactive presentation you will discover how to:

 � practice 3 simple habits that prevent communication breakdowns
 � switch from an atmosphere of tension to a “healthy discussion”
 � have touchy conversations that lead to positive outcomes
 � communicate your needs in a way that people are open to hearing
 � win back trust and create goodwill if it was lost

Experience the joy of making open communication a part of your daily work life.

2 Popular Keynote Presentations

Carla Rieger
Entertaining

Motivational Speaker


